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Impacting Generations 

 

Committed to Serve 

Going International with CBSE i 

 
‘We all have our own life to pursue, our own kind of dream to be  weaving and 
we all have some power to make wishes come true, as long as we keep         
believing.’ A  firm conviction, an unshakable trust in the Lord and his        
blessings have made each milestone achieved at MAPS – yet another gift and 
grace of manifestation of its vision  “Empowered Mind, Energised Souls”. 
The brilliant performance of     Agarsainians in the CBSE examination 2014, 
especially class XII, has scaled new heights and set new records. We salute the 
hard work and      efforts put in by the teachers, students and parents alike. 
Recognition makes accomplishments even sweeter. The fourth year of MAPS 
participation in ISEF-2014 has transcended the geographical and political 
boundaries, metamorphosing our students into global  ambassadors acquiring 
knowledge, social skills and skills of life. This    platform has   resonated with 
MAPS success since 2010 and we hope to make our presence felt year after 
year. Another heart-warming news was making it to the Challengers’ List by 
The Times of India and be a contender for the Top 10 Schools in North Delhi. 
God willing, we will make it !! 
With unlimited aspirations for our students, the school proudly announces the 
introduction of our new sports Academy and appointment of coaches for the 
various sports activities. Moving ahead, may our students perform remarkably 
well in areas related to academics, co-curricular and sports in the session 
2014-15. All the best to the students for their bright future.                            
May their journey on the path of   progress continue!!! 

NEWS NUGGETS 
 
MAPS Sports Academy - To nurture budding talent in various sports                   
disciplines, the school has launched an academy where students would be trained 
in various sports like basketball, football, volleyball, lawn tennis, kho - kho etc so     
that it can bring out the best in our sports champs.                                                                     
Holidays Homework Exhibition- Agarsainians expressed their creativity through 
projects, models and charts  which were given to them as Summer                     
Holiday assignment. Children exemplified their talent so exquisitely that teachers 
and parents were awestruck with their work. 
Feeling Blessed : On the  occasion of Raksha Bandhan, the Agarsainians were 
spiritually blessed with a visit by Brahmakumaris. They addressed the students and 
enlightened them.  
Presentation Week :“To teach is to learn twice” is the adage behind Presentation 
Week where students incorporated multiple teaching styles and attempted to appeal 
to the diverse    learning styles  
A Date with History– Media Club along with Panorama Club took students to  
Gandhi Smirit to acquaint them with the life & times of the Father of the  Nation.  

A Date with Divinity 



 Teachers’ Day Special 

The Best Teacher:  
Ms. Alka Aggarwal  

05.09.2014 

MAPS celebrated Teachers’ Day to pay a tribute to the greatest teacher of 
all Sh. Radhakrishnan & to salute the teachers who tirelessly light the 
lamp of knowledge and shape generations. The Students’ Council took the 
initiative to organize a day of fun for their teachers. A pious start was     
provided to the  programme with “GURU VANDANA”. A trip down     
memory lane in the form of a slide-show of school events in the past filled 
all with fond  nostalgia. Bouquets were presented to the teachers as a token 
of thanks for their         undulating efforts for the welfare of their students. 
A Fun – n – Frolic session of games            followed which saw teachers in 
a light-hearted effervescent avatar. A rap by the members of Students’ 
Council added to the gaiety. The     celebration continued with worthy 
teachers being felicitated with awards and honours.  The highlight of the 
day, undoubtedly, was Prime Minister Sh. Narendra Modi’s speech for 
which an LED screen had been put up. The “Udaan” kids -the                 
underprivileged children taught by the Interactors- were our honored 
guests who also reaped the benefits of Sh. Modi’s speech. His inspirational 
words resonated through the premises & in the hearts of all   present,     
students as well as teachers. 

The Smart Sunshine:  
Ms. Richa Arya 

The Tech - Soul:  
Ms. Luni Mittal 

The Dynamic Virtuoso: 
Ms. Kajal Goel 

The Think-Tank:  
Ms. Divya Jain 

The Wordsmith:  
Ms. Nisha Gupta 

The Best Mother Teacher:  
Ms. Shikha Wahi 

The Congate Asset:  
Ms. Neha Grover 

The Tech-Zen:  
Mr. Nitin Gupta 

The Prudent Guide:  
Ms. Rachna Bansal 

The Art Guru:  
Ms. Kavita Sharma 

                      Congratulations to all Star Performers !!! 
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By - Bhavna Gupta (XI D) & Nidhi Gupta (XI D) 



HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS to you for bringing laurels for your Alma Mater !!! 

The Department of Science and Technology (DST), Ministry of Science and Technology , Government of India awards 
Scholarship for Higher Education (SHE) under Innovation in Science Pursuit for Inspired Research (INSPIRE) to 
the students who are within the top 1%at Class XII examinations conducted by the Board during the academic    
session ending March/April 2014.The following candidates of MAPS were the proud recipients of the above stated 
award as they were within top 1%(Cut-off score 475 marks excluding 6thAdditional subject for 2014 examination) 

Scholarship For Higher Education (SHE) 

Praveen Kumar Jhanwar    
MARKS - 475                           

Akshit Chopra         
MARKS - 477                           

Aparna Gupta                                           
MARKS - 478                           

Yashika Bansal                                     
MARKS - 475                           
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Teacher’s Spotlight Student’s Spotlight Class Spotlight 
SPOTLIGHT SPECTRUM 

On the eve of Teachers’ Day Mrs. Anita Kukreti,          
Vice Principal, was bestowed with the “Distinguished 
Teacher Award 2014” by  Rotary Club of New Delhi. She 
was honored  for her  exemplary commitment and      
contribution to the teaching profession and for her          

approach to help and guide her students to achieve their 
goals in  life. To develop better citizens of  tomorrow, her 

focus has been cultural literacy.      Congratulations, Mam!!! 
We are honored in your honor !!!! 

CLASS NAME OF THE STUDENTS 
1st Position                      2nd Position 

CLASS NAME OF THE STUDENTS 
1st Position                     2nd Position 

I Disha Sharma (I F)              Aishwarya Goel (I F) VII Muskan Sharma (VII A)         Saqib Oamar (VII B) 

II Harshit Goel (II Ai)            Aanya Gupta (II A) VIII Abhishek Sharma (VIII B)     Rishabh Singh (VIII D) 

III Kushi Rustagi (III A)          Harshita Goswami (III E) IX Hardik (IX B) ,                       Tarun (IX B) 

IV Lovish (IV A)                     Harsh Jain (IV D) X Sanyam Jain (X C)                  Archit (X B) 

V Rishabh Gupta (V F)           Riya (V A) XI Khyati Gupta (XI B)               Harsh Mittal (XI A) 

VI Mehwish Sharma (VI B)     Raj Mishra (VI E) XII Kashish Goel (XII D)              Rohit Goel (XII D) 

SCHOOL OLYMPIAD  
One of the sublime purposes of education is to impart knowledge and convert knowledge into effective skills. To motivate 
students to strive for better and deeper understanding, to enhance their reasoning, analytical and problem solving skills, the 
school has initiated the practice of an yearly Olympiad beginning from the session 2014-15.This competitive platform      
identifying the talent at a young age awards the top two scorers (of different categories) a scholarship of Rs. 6000/- and             
Rs. 3000/- respectively. The bright scholars who won the coveted prize money are as follows: 

IV C is accepted for this quarter as 
the Best Class for clear objectives and  
disciplined approach. They  are also 
acknowledged for always making the 

effort to speak in  English. 

Ms. Veena Kumari is                
acknowledged as the Best Teacher 
for this       quarter. Soft-spoken, 

she is always there for the students 
and the school, for academics as 

well as personal help.  

Anshika Goel of X F is selected as 
the Best Student for this quarter 

with good work habits, and         
diligence. She has excellent oratory 
skills and takes pride in her work 
while being  humble at the same 

time. 
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Congratulations to the Class teacher, 
‘Ms. Anjali Bhagat’ !!! 



INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION 

The patriotic fervor of Agarsainians was clearly evident and the air in the    
institution thick with festive cheer. It was the 68th Independence Day           
celebration.-a day  to remember and salute our freedom fighters.                                                         
 
 To commemorate  the sovereignty of the nation  Shri Pawan Gupta Ji,      
President of Aggarwal Welfare Society, along with other elite members of the 
management unfurled the Tricolor. All in unison sang the national anthem and 
expressed their joy of freedom. 
 
Our singers paid a melodious tribute to the martyrs through a patriotic song 
which filled each heart with a spark to do something for the nation. 
The students also celebrated Janmashtmi by depicting Krishna Janam through 
a mesmerizing dance performance. Their glittering attires and synchronized 
dance moves added vigor to the celebrations. 
 
The winners of Olympiad were awarded scholarships by the management. 
President  Sir, in his motivating speech advised the students to take the right 
path while also providing a brief about the new developments taking place in 
the school . 
It was indeed a day filled with pride in our freedom , love for our nation and 
respect for the great men and women who made it all possible                                                              

  
 BY – ROHIT GOEL  (XII-D) 
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